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KJLC Nano38 Thermal Evaporator 
Operation Instructions 

 

Evaporator reservations are made using the EPIC NUcore online reservation system. Please follow 
all EPIC facility rules for using this system. DO NOT USE THE THERMAL 

EVAPORATOR IF YOU HAVE NOT RECEIVED TRAINING. 

Do not change any film recipes. If you need a different recipe, work with EPIC staff. 

Note: It is imperative that gloves be worn during all sample exchange procedures. If you 
cannot find any gloves, please ask! 

I. System Startup

1. Begin your reservation in the NUcore system.

2. Log into the Shortcut to Cware software if it is not already running. At the top right of

the interface select Login Here

Username: admin 

Password: admin 

3. If the Sigma software is not running, select the Sigma button and select Sigma Launch

242 on the left-hand side of the screen (select Off to turn it ON). Click OK instead of

entering a username and password.

4. Open the Nitrogen tank valve to the right of the evaporator (100 psi)

5. In the Vacuum screen, select Start PC Vent on the right-hand side. When the system

is done venting you can select OK on the pop-up window, and open the chamber door.

6. Insert your boat in the appropriate source for evaporation metals

i. If you want to change a boat for a different material, please refer to the recipe list

for the appropriate position. Change the source material by loosening the bolts,

swapping the boats and re-tightening the bolts.

ii. Optional: Under the Deposition menu select Source Shutter 1 on the left. This

will move the shutter out of the way if you are adding metal.
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7. Remove the round sample holder at the top of the chamber and place your sample into 

one of the metal clips. Place the holder with your sample back in the chamber and 

secure in place by evenly distributing the clamps. 

i. DO NOT ROTATE THE STAGE on the top of the chamber. This will cause 

vacuum leaks 

ii. Make sure clamps are evenly distributed and not all on the front of the plate 

8. Close the chamber door. If you opened the source shutter, close it by selecting source 

shutter 1 on the Deposition menu. 

9. Select Start PC Pump on the right-hand side of the screen. Wait for the system to 

pump down, then hit OK. The target pressure should be 5 x 10-5 

 

II.  New Materials 

1. If you are inserting a new boat with new metal pellets go to the Deposition window 

2. Make sure the Shutter Source 1 is closed 

3. Turn on the source/boat you want to heat up 

4. Turn on the Power Supply 

5. Enter a power supply value of 10% and wait 2 minutes for the boat to heat 

6. Increase power by 5% waiting 1 minute between steps until the material has melted.  

7. You may reference the recipe list for the approximate melting points (above door). Au 

should melt at 30% or 35% 

8. When the metal is melted you are ready to turn on the process you created and start 

coating 

 

III. Film Deposition 

1. Open the Sigma Software. Select Edit and Process. Select the appropriate process 

film. Confirm the correct Pre Conditions 

i. Note – check the conditions listed on the sign above the door.  

2. Under the Layer tab select the film you are using and enter the thickness you want to 

evaporate in the Final Thick window.  

i. Note – The thickness is in kA. (1.000 kA = 100 nm) 

3. Close the form and save if prompted and go back to the KJLC software. 
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4. Under the Deposition menu, make sure the Shutter Source 1 is closed, and also 

select the appropriate Boat/Source by clicking on it to turn it on. 

5. Turn on the Power Supply by clicking ON. 

6. Enter the Sigma portion of the KJLC software and make sure that the Signal process 

name in green type matches the sigma control request film in white type. If not, select 

the white text and enter the process name. 

7. Select Sigma start process ON, and the system will run through the process and apply 

the desired coating. 

8. When coating is finished, in the Deposition menu turn the Power Supply Off, and the 

Source power Off. 

9. If you want to coat another film, repeat steps 1-9. 

 

IV. Shutting Down 

1. Under the Vacuum select PC Vent. 

2. When the system is done venting click OK. DO NOT ATTEMPT TO REMOVE YOUR 

SAMPLES UNTIL THEY HAVE COOLED. WAIT 15-20 MINUTES, AS THE SYSTEM 

WILL BE QUITE HOT FOLLOWING DEPOSITION. 

3. Remove your samples. 

4. If you changed source materials, return the default materials to the coater. 

5. Make sure the source shutter is closed, check the chamber o-ring and pump the system 

down by selecting Start PC Pump. 

6. Close the Nitrogen tank valve(s) to the right of the evaporator. 

7. Make sure the chamber pumps down! Do not end your reservation until the 

chamber is fully pumped 

 

 


